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Abstract. Defects arising in diamond crystals during their synthesis, give rise to the formation of more 
complex defects that arise in the operational process of diamonds themselves. In case of external action 
these defects have immediate strong effect on operating characteristics of devices, products or tools 
containing diamonds. When external action these defects and have immediate strong effect on production 
characteristics of devices, products or instruments containing diamonds. This is particularly manifested in 
the grinding of tough, ductile materials based on aluminum, magnesium or titanium. Developed on the basis 
of modern digital technology and molecular dynamics visualization method allows to show it at the atomic 
level. The problems of practical application of the combined electric diamond grinding are examined. 
Experiments were conducted on the grinding tool materials with metal-bonded diamond grinding wheels. 

1 Introduction 
The basic parameter which identifies quantitative, 
qualitative and price characteristics of engineering 
projects of the time is a possibility to carry out a virtual 
experiment. This is less expensive but more effective 
and safe against a physical one. One of the key criteria of 
rapid prototypical industry (RP) is a possibility to 
visualize a model in material. Modeling by the molecular 
dynamics method (MD) provides an opportunity to 
visualize an atomic structure of the material in the 
model. RP models make possible to carry out some 
special experiments, which are not available in the real-
world, while MD models provide for experiments at the 
atomic structure of the material being created. 

Recent years have revealed a stable interest tendency 
of manufactures to diamond grinding wheels [1]. High-
tech diamond tools, in spite of their crashproof 
properties, given to lose their free-cutting features during 
grinding because of diamond crystals wear out or their 
adhesion loading. 

Study of the process in the contact zone, description 
of reasons of diamond grinding wheels (DGW) 
efficiency loss using a computer technique for modeling 
of the structure and material properties at cutting-make 
the study to be fundamental. 

The study concluded that a loaded layer could be 
formed in a few stages different by nature and which 
were corroborated with an up-to-date scientific 
investigation of adhesion [2–7]. In each case in 
machining and grinding different materials with different 
abrasives, different adhesion mechanisms, which are 
more relevant to a specific thermodynamic, phase or 
kinetic process can dominate over there [8–18]. In order 
to expand the mechanism of adhesion, it is necessary to 
carry out comprehensive analyses in terms of material 
science, mechanical engineering technology, chemistry 

and solid-state physics by atomic visualization of 
juvenile surfaces [19, 20]. To this effect it is necessary to 
take into account the specific character of artificial 
diamond synthesis, which was practically neglected by 
previous researchers. 

However, it is very important to know what internal 
and surface defects have diamond crystals, which are 
used for fabrication of modern grinding tools. 

At present metal-synthetic diamond crystals are used 
for abrasive tools. Such crystals can be formed under 
high pressure and temperature in the metal melt with 
dissolved carbon therein. This is attributed to the fact 
that a growth medium on the basis of metal catalyst, e.g. 
like nickel, chromium or cobalt is well able to dissolve 
graphite. All side phases in the form of inclusions can 
penetrate into crystals in the reaction chamber [17–21]. 

Thus, nearly each diamond has nanodimensional 
structural imperfections and defects after synthesis. All 
researchers, whose investigations have been dedicated to 
the issues of synthetic diamond, seem to be unanimous 
in the idea, that defects occurrence in diamonds has a 
significant influence on their physical properties 
(mechanical, magnetic, electrical, etc.), particularly on 
their hardnees, and specifically on their heat resistance 
after synthesis [22]. 

So far as diamond properties are defined by the 
defects, the operating characteristics of diamond tool, 
containing diamonds, depend directly on them. The tool 
experiences some kind of external influence (pressure, 
temperature, oxidation, electrical current, etc.) during its 
grinding and hence, the behaviour of diamond in the tool 
depends on this influence as well. There is evidence that 
modelling of cutting operation, considering main defects 
which are inherent in synthetic diamonds will be more 
accurate both from a fundamental point of view and a 
computer modelling of solid-state physics objects. 
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2 Influence of point defects (microflaw) 
Nitrogen is the main inclusion of the diamond-type 
crystal lattice which initiates formation of lot of point 
defects [19, 22]. Thus, single vacancy defects (Fig. 1, а), 
single substituent and interstitial atoms (Fig. 1, b, c), 
could be passed into multi-vacancies clusters. 

So far as substituents belong to a different chemical 
element and of a different shape, crystal lattice can be 
widened or compressed under the influence of such 
transitions. Stored in the lattice energy, being released 
during grinding, might bring to formation of cracks 
inside diamond and dicrease its strength properties. 

 
Fig. 1. Modelling of synthetic diamond defects, with respect to the crystal morphology. Point defects (microflows): а) vacancies; b) 
substituents (С-defect); c) interstitial atoms; d) dislocations. Three-dimensional defects (macrodefects): e) interblock cracks; f) metal 
contamination; j) platelets defects; h) octahendra voidites; i) planar voidites. 

3 Influence of three-dimensional defects 
(macrodefects) 
There is evidence that adhesion of grinded off material 
to the grinding wheel bond, or so to say loading itself, 
mostly occurs due to some defects of crystal surfaces. As 
a rule, they are represented in the form of crystal lattice 
blocks (Fig. 1, d). Cracks (Fig. 1, e) and cracks with 
metal contamination (Fig. 1, f) can be located both on 
the crystal surface and inside diamond, having the extent 
from some nanometers to a few micrometers. The 

defects under the total influence of high temperature and 
increased cutting force interact with grinding surface on 
an atomic level. Example, diffusion of carbon out of the 
machining surface to the diamond crystal can be 
observed at temperature above 700°С, but diffusion of 
carbon out of the diamond crystal to the machining 
surface can be observed at temperature above 800°С. 

The greater amont of metal contamination the higher 
oxidation rate of diamond crystals. Under electrical 
diamond grinding they can interact with electrolyte, and 
thus dicrease cutting properties of wheel grit. 
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So far as point defects can originate three-
dimensional ones, there are both platelets (Fig. 1, g) and 
planar (Fig. 1, h, i) defects in the crystal. Three-
dimensional defects as well as point ones can be located 
on the crystal surface and inside diamond grains, 
therefore diamond crystal fracture directly depends upon 
an external cutting force and heat process. 

Platelets defects (Fig. 1, g) are formed out of carbon 
interstitial atoms  with nitrogen impurity [19, 22]. 

Nano-sized voidites can be of length from one 
nanometer (Fig. 1, h) to a few micrometers (Fig. 1, i) and 
located between grains of a similar orientation at their 
boundaries or along dislocation lines [19, 22]. 

 

Fig. 2. Typical diamond wear (crystal face failure) under grinding: a) cutting diamond face before grinding; b) three-demencional 
failure (volume fracture) of the diamond top in form of macrochip; c) cutting face wear along microlayer growth; d) three-
demencional failure (volume fracture) of the diamond top in form of microchip; e) cutting face wear along nanolayer growth; f) 
fretting of cutting face resulting in formation of a smooth wear surface; g) diamong breakoff out of wheel bond; h) loading of the 
cutting face; i) totally loaded diamonds. 

4 Effect of point and three-dimensional 
defects on diamond wear 
In grinding the most crystals (grit) of the grinding wheel 
will save their shape and integrity. (Fig. 2, а). However, 
it would suggest some point defects and three-
demensional ones, presenting in crystals, caused their 
definite wear out. The three-demensional rapture of the 
diamond’s top occurs in form of macrochip (Fig. 2, b) or 
microchip (Fig. 2, d) along tiny (micro) cracks on the 

surface of crystal. It should be noted that a diamond 
crystal consists of nanolayers, so to say growth stages, 
which have the size of from 10 to 300 nm (Fig. 2, e). 
These nanolayers are subsequently formed into 
microlayers having the dimension form 0,2 to 4 µm 
(Fig. 2, c). It is remarkable that such a devision of wear 
to micro and macro levels might be observed at rupture 
of diamond cutting surfaces, which are in direct contact 
with a machining surface. 
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It is reckoned [1, 3–12, 17, 18, 23], that depending on 
the machining mode and physico-chemical properties of 
the work surface, diamond wear process pattern can be 
devided into: abrasive (Fig. 2, g), adhesion (Fig. 2, h), 
diffusion and heat wears (Fig. 2, f). But the 
comprehensive study of the wheel surface has revealed 
[19, 21, 24] that, with no dependence on the machining 
condition, crystals of all types of wear can be observed 
on the level above the wheel bond (Fig. 2, i). Obviously, 
it is because defects give rise to nonuniform stress in a 
crystal. Deformation occurs during grinding and initiates 
converging of point defects (C-defects), but grinded-off 
chips, being ingressed into cracks, expand them and 
provoke one or another type of wear. 

Hence, it is clear that the most diamond defects come 
from availability of only one foreign atom (N, H, O, Ni, 
Cr, Co, etc.), or lack of one carbon atom in a crystal 
lattice. Surely the defects can develope further under 
high temperature and pressure in the cutting zone [24–
28]. It seems plausible that synthesis of defect-free 
diamonds might be one of the promising ways to prevent 
loading of metal-bonded grinding wheels [21, 29–31]. 

However, while further work is under way, by now 
there is a possibility to reduce a loading impact 
significantly by the following steps: 

- create a preventive film on the wheel surface; 
- replace standard electrolyte with alternative 

lubricoolant; 
- develope and implement new advanced designs of 

grinding wheels; 
- active wheel dressing during grinding in accordance 

with the technology of electro-diamond machining; 
- combination of above-mentioned methods. 

5 Conclusions 
The presence of different defects in diamonds has a 
strong influence on their physical properties and abrasive 
tool performance, that in turn, has a bad effect on the 
workpiece quality. 

After synthesis cracks occuring on a crystal face or 
inside crystal as well as cracks filled up with metal 
inclusion give rise to adhesion-diffusion loading of the 
abrasion layer with workpiece chips. 

Up-to-date additive technology provide designers 
with new technological solutions and oppotunities at 
modelling of materials by molecular dynamics method. 

 
The reported study was funded by RFBR according to the 
research project No. 16-38-00123 мол_a. 
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